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APPLICATION OF A POLAR FORM OF COMPLEX
QUANTITIES TO THE CALCULATION OF
ALTERNATING-CURRENT PHENOMENA

BY N. S. DIAMANT

ABSTRACT OF PAT-ER
In the calculation of alternating-current phenomena by means

of complex quantities, as a rtule, the rectangular components
of the vector are used, and the rectangular form involving the
operator j = i - 1 is more common than the polar or exponen-
tial forms which involve the operators (cos o + j sin o) or e jO;
although it is recognized that the latter are very convenient in
certain cases.
A simple method for dealing directly with the vectors them-

selves is described in the paper and it consists in introducing
the operator jn, where n, contrary to ordinary usage, may be
any positive or negative fraction. Just as j or jl rotates the
quantity before which it is placed through 1 x 90 degrees, so
jn rotates the number into which it is multiplied through n x 90
degrees.
The operator jn follows the rules of ordinary algebra and

according to these the different algebraic operations of multiplica-
tion etc., are developed in section II. In section III a few
illustrative problems are given; these are followed by a critical
r6sum6 in section IV. At the end, for convenience of reference
a summary of formulas is given, and a very short bibliography is
included.

I-INTRODUCTION
A CCORDING to the usual method of dealing analytically

with alternating-current problems a stationary vector'
representing the harmonic quantity under consideration, is
expressed algebraically by a complex number of the following
forms:

(a) The rectangular form, (see Fig. 1).

E-=e je' (1)

1. As to the classification of vectors into stationary, rotative, non-
rotative, etc. an interesting paper by A. E. Kennelly, TRANS. A. I. E. E.
June 1910, may be consulted. It should be noted, in this connection,
that in electrical engineering we deal with two-dimensional vector repre-
sentation of harmonic quantities rather than the two- or three-dimensional,
non-localized true vectors of vector analysis or quaternions.
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where e and e' are the rectangular coordinates of the point
representing the complex number.

(b) The polar form, (see Fig. 1).

E = E (cos O + j sin 0) (2)

where E = Ve2 + e'2, and 0 = tan-' (+), are the polar co-

ordinates of the same point representing the same complex
number. Equation (2) can also be written in the exponential
form by means of the identity,

(cos 0 + j sin 6)-ei I

Thus
E = Eeil (3)

y

.'

too

O e

0 ~~~~~~~Horizontal Axis of Realsx
Fig. 1

Convenient and useful as it is in engineering problems (whether
electrical, civil or mechanical) involving vectors, to resolve these
into two rectangular components, it is preferable at times to
deal directly with the vectors themselves. Indeed, it is not
uncommon in the derivation of general expressions for regulation,
etc., to use vectors rather than their components; for instance,
the (primary) impressed voltage of a transformer may be written
as

E= Ei,(1 + Z, Yo + Z, Y/a2), instead of, (4)

= el [+ ri(go + ) X ( bo + ) +jxi (go + g

-jr, (bo +-2)] (5)
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Equation (4) not only looks simpler than (5) but it is a much
better mathematical shorthand, so to speak, since it allows at a
glance to see into the physical meaning of the expression; this is
very important and valuable in engineering, both from a practical
and educational point of view. Translating (4) into words it
will be seen that it states in a simple and direct manner that the
voltage impressed upon a transformer = (the primary induced
voltage) + (the exciting current, Eil Yo, times the primary
impedance Z1) + (the load current [reduced to primary] times
the same impedance Z1); where the plus sign signifies vector
addition.

In actual calculations, however, so far as the writer is aware,
in standard a-c. engineering works or technical papers, use is
made of expression (5) rather than such an equation as

E1= eil [1 + Zieja ( Yoei# + 2 e- )

y
= e~i [1 + Z0 Yo ei(a-) +Zi-2 ej(a - r)] (6)

The object of the paper is to discuss briefly the use of a simple
polar form of complex quantities and indicate some of its ad-
vantages when used either by itself or in combination with the
usual present day methods.

II-PRINCIPLES
1. General. A sinusoidal e. m. f. or current may be repre-

sented by (see Fig. 1)

E = e + je'

I = i + ji'

where the symbol j (= V - 1), as it is well known, rotates the
quantity before which it is placed through 90 deg. However,
since j follows the laws of ordinary algebra it is entirely plausible,
and interesting to inquire into the meaning of jn, where n, con-
trary to common usage is not an integer but any positive or
negative number.

Just as j or jl indicates rotation through 90 X 1 deg. and j3
indicates rotation through 90 X 3 deg., so ji must be interpreted
as rotation through 90 X 4 = 45 deg. In general Aja (a > 0)
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may be interpreted as rotation of the number A through'90 X a

deg. or 2 a radians in the positive or counter-clockwise direc-

tion; similarly: Aj- (a > 0) represents a vector which has

been turned through a 2 radians in the negative direction.

Thus the exponent of j may be any number and it indicates the
phase relation of the quantity under consideration. For in-
stance, an e. m. f. of E volts and 60 deg. out of phase with the
current will be represented according to the above, as E = E j213
where a = (60/90) = 2/3 and I = Ij° = I, sincej to the zero
power = 1, just as for any other algebraic quantity.

If desired the above statements can also be proven by means
of De Moivre's theorem, as follows:

(cos 0 + j sin 0) = (cos a + i sin a 72 (cos + sin

i. e., the operator jt is identical with (cos 0 + j sin 0), where
7r0= a.

2. AMultiplication and Dizvision. As we have seen a vector
A can be represented as:

A = a + ja', or (7')

A = Aja (7)

Similarly a vector B can be written as:

B -b + jb', or (8')

B = Bj6 (8)

According to the ordinary method,

AB = (ab-a' b') + j (ab' + a'b) (9)

NOTE: It will found convenient to denote angles in degrees by aI, fi
etc. and the same angles in radians by a', f3' etc. In the method herein
described a may then be taken as:

o0 a/ aooa~;thus ja a/2
900 or /2' go90
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But a = A cos a', a' = A sin a'; b = B cos /3 and b' = B sin /°
where a' = (90 a) deg., and /° = ( 390) deg.

Substituting in equation (9) we get:
AB = AB(cos (a' -3) + j sin (a0 - 0'3))

The last expression according to the notation under discussion
becomes:

AB = AB j(a +° = Cj . (11)

Translating (11) into words it will be seen that the product of
two harmonic quantities represented, as vectors A and B by
means of complex quantities of the form (7) or (7') and (8) or
(8') is equal to a new quantity C = AB turned through

(7r2 ) radians with respect to the reference axis.

Similarly it will be seen that,

A A
B B j(ar (12)
B

If in equation (12) A represents an e. m. f. and B a current
produced by it, their quotient, the impedance of the circuit, is
given by:

Z = Zjr
where Z = A/B and y = (a - /3) In this connection it is of
interest to consider in a little detail the meaning of the reciprocal
of a plane vector, such as Z = Zjr

Let Y be the reciprocal of Z; then by definition,

YZ = 1 =(Yj) (Zjr)
= Yzj('+r) - lj°

i.e., (E+y) = or e =- zy.

In short, it is seen that the reciprocal of a vector Z = Zjr

is a new vector turned through (- y) 2 radians and having a

length equal to (1/Z). The great simplicity of this result is
not, of course, unknown in connection with the exponential
representation of a vector; but it is not shared with the ordinary
notation, and the average student or even engineer is loath to use
such expressions as:

y r X) (g--jb)
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since the admittance Y in terms of r, x and Z is rather involved
and its physical meaning is not quite apparent.

In general the product or quotient of any number of vectors
can readily be written down:

AB etc. AB etc. j(a+fetc.) - (r+5etc.) (13)

CD etc. CD etc.

3. Addition and Subtraction. Consider two vectors, A and B:

A = A ja = a + ja' (14)

B = Bj# = b + jb' (15)

Their sum C in terms of rectangular components is:

C = Cjl = (a + b) + j (a' + b') (16)

whence, placing a a= and ,' = 2 [3

C2 = A2 + B2 + 2 AB cos (3' - a') (17)

This follows also directly from elementary trigonometry, (see
Fig. 2).

The phase angle 8' = 6-8 can be calculated by means of
2

one of the following expressions.

ta-'A sina'+ Bsin /13'
8' - tan-l A cos a' + B cos /' (18)

-a' + 2 (sin-' S (S- B)) (19)

where 2S=A +B+C.

Similarly the sum of three or more vectors can be obtained
by the use of the above formulas; however, judgment should
be exercised in the choice of the method or methods to be used
in any given problem in order to simplify calculations as much
as possible. Thus in case of more than two vectors it may be
more convenient to obtain the resultant by means of the rec-
tangular form of complex quantities.
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To find the difference of any two vectors A and C (see Fig. 3)
it may be noted that if A = A j5 then - A is equal to A j2 and
consequently,

B = Cj - A ja (20)

= Cj? + A ja+2 (9,1)

where a' = 90 a and (a + 2) = (a' + 180) deg.
Therefore according to equation (17) we get:

B2 = C2 + A2- 2ACcos (°- ao) (22)

y

y~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

y /~~~~3'+ 180' t & 0

C x~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~L v~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Fg 3

Fig. 2 c

The phase angle is given by:

C sin 65 - A sin ao/30 tanC cos a0 - A cos ao 23

In this connection it may be noted further that, (see Fig. 3)

B = C-A = Cjs + A j(2+a) = (Gj(2+A) + Aja)j2 (24)
or

Bj+2 = (Cj2 + A) = (A- C) (25)

4. General Expression for Power. The general expression for
power which applies to a-c. or d-c. circuits of any wave shape and
phase displacement is:

P - J eidt = ejiedO (26)
T
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where e and i are instantaneous values expressed as functions of the
time, t, or the time angle, 0, and in the simplest case when e and
i are constant, P = El. If, however, e and i are given by a
Fourier's series, products of harmonics of different frequencies
will contribute nothing, and for the nth harmonic the power
Pn will be given by:

Pn = 2 (En max In max cOs ao) = En In cos 0 (27)

where En and In are the effective values of the nth harmonic of
e. m. f., and current, and a' = (90 a) deg. is the phase angle
between En and In

According to our notation if En = Enja and In = In then,

Pn= En In, cos 0o
y

Fig. 4

If in general (see Fig. 4)

e = Emax sin (6 + a0) (28')

i = Imax sin ( 6 ± /3) (29')
or

E = Eja (28)

I = Ijd (29)

where E and I represent the effective values of Emnax and Imax
and a' = (90 a) deg. and /3= (90 1) deg., the power P will be:

P =
f (ei) d 6 = a Emax max cos (a'- 30) (30)7r2

= E I cos (a0- /30) (31)

where : may be positive or negative; i. e. whether the current
be leading or lagging the power is given by equation (31).
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Comparing this result with the usual rectangular notation we
have:

P= (ei) d 6 = En I,, (cos a' cos i3 +sin ca sin 80) (32)

= eie' i' (33)

where En =(en + jen') and In = (in zF jin')

The general expression (31) is very simple and it states that the
power in any circuit due to any harmonics of the same order is
equal to the product of the r. m. s. value of voltage and current
into the cosine of their (algebraic) phase difference. As to equa-
tion (32) it is seen that it can be translated into the general law
that the power produced by a voltage E = (e + j e'), and a
current, I = (i + j i'), is given by the real part of their product,
with one important provision of reversal of sign. This change of
sign impairs the simplicity of the rule although it may be ac-
counted for by introducing the idea of double frequency quanti-
ties, etc.; however, this seems rather unnecessary and round
about since it is not advisable to define average power as the
product of two (plane) vectors, in the first place; it is best to
base definitions on general and fundamental propositions as it
was done above.

5. Logarithm of A jn. This is readily obtained by following
the rules of algebra according to which:

log (A jn) = log A + log (jn) (34)

= log A + nlog (j) (35)

But the logarithm of any complex quantity a + jb is known to
be:

log (a + jb) = log (Va2+ b2) + j (6 + 2 r m) (36)

where 0 = tan-' (b/a) and m is any integer which for simplicity
can be taken as zero. Consequently,

log (j) = log (j 1) = iQ2 + 2 7r m) (37)
and therefore substituting (37) in (35):

log (A jn) = log A + j 2 n + 2 7r mn (38)

where m may be assumed to be zero.
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6. Differentiation. Assuming again that the operator jn
can be treated as an algebraic quantity we have:

d (A) = d (A jn)

= jn- d (A) + A *d (jn) (39)

Assuming that (jnl) follows the rules of calculus we have:

d (jn) = jfl log (j). dn (40)

Whence substituting (37) and (40) in equation (39):

d (A) = jn* dA+A 2.j(n+1). dn (41)

The same result can also be obtained as follows:
The differential of a complex quantity is known to be:

d(A).=d(a+ja')

= d (A cos 0 + j A sin 0)
= cos 6O dA - A sin 0 d 6
+j (sin 6. dA + A cos 6 d 0)

= (cos 6 + jsin 6) dA
+ A d 6j (cos 0+ j sin 0)

B
A

A~ 3 ~2

Generator Load

Fig.5

It is easy, by substituting jti for the operator (cos 0 ± j sin 0),

where 0- 2 n, to obtain equation (41).

Or again, if desired the exponential form can be used and by
substituting jnl for e'0 in

d(Aej0) = eil.dA +Aeji,.dd (42)

expression (41) be derived.

III-ILLUSTRATIVE PROBLEMS
In order to illustrate the use and application of the method

just described a few simple examples will be considered.
(1)A Y-connected generator feeds an unbalanced A-connected
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load as shown in Fig. 5. To find the respective phase and line
currents, voltages, phase angles and power.

This problem will be solved by the use of complex quantities
and the exponential form as follows:
A -Notation discussed above.
B -The usual reactangular form.
C -The usual polar form.
D -The exponential form.
Phase currents of load:

E _ (e12 + j e 12) (r -j x1)
Ilh -Z12

= z [cos(6 a')+isin( 6 ')]= z C 6

I2ph= E (+ - (-j e'23) (r2-j x2)

Z2 2~~~~z2
zE [_-sin (' +jcos '= (2 )

I3Ph =ZE_ (5/3 - r) = (e31 + j e'31) (r3-j X3)

=-.z-. [cos ( 56 y ') + j sin 6 - F 6

Line Currents A

IA = (Ilph - I3ph)

= Sj [I21Ph + I23ph- 2 Ilph I3ph COS ( -y +

IB = (13ph - I2ph)

=jl [22ph+ 123ph- 2 12ph I3ph COS (6 - +

I-(=2ph - Ilph)

- jl [lph + I22ph- 2 Ilph I2ph COS( 6 -at + 3)]
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B.
IA = (Ij,ph- I3ph) = (ilh - i3ph) + j (i'ph - i 3ph)

IB = (I3ph - I2ph) = (i3ph - i2ph) + j (ii'3ph - i 2ph)

IC = (I2ph - Ilph) = (i2ph - ilph) + i (i'2ph - i lph)

where,

(ilph + j i'lph) = [(e12 r, + e'12 X1) + j (e'12 r- e12 x1)] ZI-2
(i2ph + j i2ph) = [- e'23 X2 + j e'23 r2j Z2-2

('i3ph + j i3ph) = [(e31 r3 + e3l X3) + j (e'31 r3 -e3l X3)] Z3-2

C.

* [Z, 6 ) Z3 (6 a)

+A sZ ain - ft- sin((-

IB = [ Cos (56W - Ey')-4-sin '1

+ [ E sin ) + E COS ']

Ic = [ z sin3'- f cos (Z at')]

i[Z2 $ + ~Zl (6 )

In case of method D in order to carry on actual computation
for IA, 'B and Ic it is necessary to make recourse to one of the
other methods.

In regard to the expression given under B and C, it may be
noted that the square root of the sums of the squares of the two
components has to be taken in order to find the magnitude of
the line currents IA, IB and Ic.

Phase angles of the line currents: A.

ph sin - - a') - 13ph sin (56 -

iph cos 6 - a') - 13h cos 6-
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t 3ph sin (5 - ') + I2ph sin + ')

I3ph COS ( 6 - 12)- 2ph co (2 + i3')

t - 2ph sinQ + i lp)- I1h sin 6 - a)
x = tan-1

2

12ph c ( + i3) - lph sin a-a)

where 3' = 90 3 degrees, and similarly for the others.

B

60 5tan-1 i'Iph i3ph o i13ph - l2ph

ilph - 'l'3ph i3ph - 2ph

°= tan-' i/2ph llph
i2ph - tlph

C
E . a \ E . 5g ,0 sin (6-a)- z sin(56 - )

y cos( - a')- cos(6 -

similarly for 00 and X0.

Power at the load: A

P1ph = I lph Z, cos ao or Plph = E Iph cos (300 - ao - 300)

P2ph = 122ph Z2 Cos /0 or P2ph = EI2ph Cos (- 150 -
O

- 150'

P3ph = 123ph Z3 COS y orP3ph = EI3ph cos (1500- y - 1500)

B

Plph = I2 lph ri or Plph = e12 il ph + e'12ph i'lph-

P2ph 122ph r2 or P2 ph = - e 23 i 2ph

P3ph = 123ph r3 or P3ph e31 i3ph + e'31 i lph
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C and D

Plph= cos a P2ph = - cos P3h = cosPZcZ2 Z3

which are, of course, similar to the expression given for method A.

100*Numerical example: Let E = 100; Eph =

450

and, Z1 = 1. j60' 0.707 + j 0.707
200

Z2 = 1.2 j0 = 1.128 + j 0.408
100

Z3= 1.3 90 = 1.28 -/0.226

then,
150 1100 1600

lph = 100 j 900 12ph = 83.3 j 900 I3ph 77 j90

IA =[1i02 + 772- 200 X 77 cos 175O]i = 177 amperes.

2 -2IB = [83.3 + 77 - 2 X 83.3 X 77 cos 270T]=-114 amperes.

IC = [83.32 + 1002 - 200 X 83.3 cos 950]4 = 137 amperes.

°= 180 = 6 (900); 6=0.2
00 = 112.80 = 0 (900); 6 = 1.255

12 = 202.80 = X (90')X = 2.259

Power at load:

P1 = 100 X 100 X cos 450
= 1 X 1002 X cos 450 = 7070 watts

P2 = 100 X 83.4 Xcos 200
= 83.42 X 1.12 X cos 200 = 7860 watts

P3 = 100 X 77 X cos 100
= 772 X 1.3 X cos 100 = 7600 watts

Total power at load = 22,520 watts.
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Power at generator:

100
P1 = 177 X X cos t8 = 9710.

P2 = 114 X - X cos 1200 = 6520.

100
P3 = 137 X X cos 2400 = 6290.

Total power at generator = 22,520 watts.
The vector diagram is shown in Fig. 6.

2. A load having a variable power factor and consuming a
constant voltage is supplied through an inductive line whose
characteristics are: (r + jx ) Z = Zja To investigate the
effect of leading and lagging current on the generator voltage.

Taking the load voltage as the reference vector, the generator
voltage, Eg, is:

E, = e + Ij .Zja= e + IZj((a°

where the positive sign refers to leading and the negative sign
to lagging current.
Inasmuch as we are dealing with vector addition of a quantity

(IZ), making (a' ± 30) degrees with a horizontal line (e) volts,
a little consideration will show that for any given value of ,30
the resultant Eg will be larger when 1' is negative, i. e. when the
load is inductive than when the load is condensive. Indeed it
is not difficult to form a mental picture of the sum of the two
vectors, e and (IZ)j(a °), and see that when (a' i p3) = 0,
Eg is maximum, and when

(ao ± j0) = 900 Eg is minimum.

Suppose now we prove this elementary but fundamental
proposition by means of the usual rectangular form of complex
quantities:

Eg = [(e + ir - i'x)2 + (iT'r + ix)2]i, for leading current.

E'g = [(e + ir + i'X)2 + (ix - i'r)214 for lagging current.

It is not apparent,by comparing these equations to see whether
Eg > Eg' or vice-versa.
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3. Finally consider the calculation of the characteristics of a
long transmission line with distributed inductance and capacity.
It is known that the voltage and current at any point along the
line, at a distance I from the receiving end, are given by the
following expressions:

El = Er (1 + Z Y/2 +Z2Y 2/24) + ZIr (1+ Z Y/6 + Z2 Y2/120)..

h1 = 1I (1+ ZY/2 + Z2Y2/24) + YIr (1+ ZY/6 + Z2Y2/240)..

I~~~~~~~~ I\hG

Ilpp. L.

Fig.;

Generator phase voltages, Ei,ph. G. etc., line voltages, E12, etc. are to same scale. Phase
currents of load, I,ph L. etc., and line currents, IA etc. are to same scale which is
different from the voltage scale.

where Z and Y are the impedance and admittance of the length
of the line under consideration, and the subscript refers to the
receiving end. These equations are fairly long for purposes of
calculation on account of the many multiplications involved
furthermore computations become rather tedious owing to the
fact that ordinarily, either the real or imaginary components of
some of the quantities involved are very small, but still cannot
be neglected. These objections will remain true, although to a
lesser degree, even when the equations are simplified by dropping
the terms containing Z2 and y2. For the sake of comparison the
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e. m. f. equation is given in the usual notation and in the one
discussed above:

El = (er + je'r) [1+ (r + jx) (g + jb)/2 + (r + jx) (ir + jir)]

E1=Erj5 +ErZYj(a++ B) + IrZj(a+r)
As an example the curves in Fig. 7 give the characteristics of a

transmission line 100 miles long and delivering 20,000 kw. at
100 kv. (or 100/A/3 to neutral) with a periodicity of 25 cycles per
second. The line consists of two No. 00 B. & S. aluminum con-
ductors in parallel, spaced 7 ft. apart and strung on separate
steel towers. The resistance is 32.2 ohms, the inductive react-
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per conductor.
The calculations are too lengthy to be given in detail and

would be of little value since nothing can take the place of testing
for ones' self, by actual calculations, the advantages and dis-
advantages of the diffe]rent methods.

IV-CRITICAL RESUME AND SUMMARY

It has been shown that without any radical modification of the
present day method lof alternating-culrrent technology it is
possible to deal in calculations directly with vectors in a simple
manner by using the po'lar form of complex quantities involving
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the operator ja = (\/- I)a, which indicates rotation through
90 a deg. in the positive direction. Thus,

E = Ej , in the polar form given herein;

E = e + je', in the rectangular form.

The choice of mathematical methods and notations is neces-
sarily to a certain extent, influenced by personal tastes and it is
not practicable to give any general rules as to when the notation
given herein, either by itself or in combination with others, will
prove most advantageous. At present some engineers prefer
to use trigonometric methods entirely, while others employ
complex quantities almost exclusively; still others use either of
these methods or exponentials and hyperbolic functions, etc.
according to whichever they think lends itself best to the case
under consideration. Although the last ones are probably in
the minority, it is no doubt best to avail oneself of the peculiar
advantages of the different notations so far developed.
The judicious choice of either the rectangular or polar form of

complex quantities as given here and the judicious combination
of the same in dealing with alternating-current problems will be
found useful in the theory and calculation of alternating cur-
rents and alternating-current machinery.

For convenience of reference the summary below is given:
I. A sinusoidal or equivalent sinusoidal function may be rep-

resented by means of one of the following notations:2

(1) A AAja

(2) A = a + ja'
(3) A -A (cos a0 + j sin a0)

(4) A = A eda'

(5) A = A /a

Where - a = a' radians and a 90 = ao deg.2

2. The exponent of j in (1) is a number; the exponent of (4) must be
j (radians); and the angle in (3) and (5) may be expressed in radians or
degrees. In this connection it may be noted that (5) is more of a symbol
than a mathematical notation.
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IT. The product of any number of vectors is:

B = ABC etc. = (ABC etc.) (j(a + + r etc.))

III. The quotient of any number of vectors is:

AB etc. AB etc.CD etc. CD etc. j(a +f etc.) - (r +5 etc.)
CD etc. CD etc.

The reciprocal of a vector Zja is (I/Z) j - a

IV. The sum of two vectors is:

A ja + Bj# = [A2 + B2 + 2 AB cos (a'-- 0)]i

where,

= tan-' A sin 0 - B s 0 = (905) and a' = (a 90);
A cos a' - B cos 3

F3 = (3 90)
V. The difference of two vectors is:

Aja -Bj = [A2 + B2-2 AB cos (ao- 0B)]3 j

where,

°= ta-' A sin a' -B sin j3ta1A cosao0- B cos 00

VI. The power in a circuit due to a current Ij it3 propelled by
an e.m.f. Eja is:

P = El cos (ao -

VII. The differential of Aja is:

d (Aja) = ja.(dA +A j d.da)

VIII. The logarithm of A ja is:

log (A a)=logA + j ( a + 27r m)

where m may be taken as zero.
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IX. Some other expressions of interest are as follows:
1. A = A ja or strictly A = A ja+4m, where m may be taken

as zero, this being the usual practise in all similar cases. For
instance, 1/2 = sin r/6 or strictly 1/2 = sin (r/6 + 2 ir m)

2. (Ajc)m = Am (jma). Similarly,
m
\Aj = Al/m.ja/m

3 ja = e 2 -(cos a + j sin a'), where (a X 90) =
(a') deg.

Therefore, j = V - 1 - e /2

4. log] = log (ei r/2) = j

log ja = log (eia 7r/2) =j a
2

In conclusion the writer wishes to thank Mr. W. C. Graustein,
of the department of mathematics of the Rice Institute, for
valuable criticisms and suggestions.
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DISCUSSION ON "APPLICATION OF A POLAR FORM OF COMPLEX
QUANTITIES TO THE CALCULATION OF A-C. PHENOMENA"
(DIAMANT), CLEVELAND, OHIO, JUNE 30, 1916.

Alexander Gray: Every September, before I meet my classes,
I have to review the subject of complex quantities as applied
to the solution of the problems in electrical engineering because,
during the rest of the year, I never have occasion to use this
method in my own work.

I am afraid that, in some of our schools, the use of this method
is carried to extremes. An induction motor for example becomes
a curly line and is called r + j x but, while the solutions obtained
are elegant, the student does not always know what they mean
nor does he obtain such an idea of the operation of the machine
as to argue regarding its characteristics when away from his
formulas.

It is true that in circuit work solutions may more readily be
obtained by the use of complex quantities than by other methods
but I find that if the problem is not in the book the student is
not satisfied with the solution until he has checked it by vector
diagrams and trigonometry.

Unfortunately the average student is not equipped with suffi-
cient mathematics to understand what he is doing when he uses
the methods of Dr. Steinmetz or this elegant method now sug-
gested by Prof. Diamant.

E. E. F. Creighton: I think it is very exceptional indeed that
mathematics is used after leaving college. Men come to me, who
have been out of college a year, and are unable to use the mathe-
matics which they learned there. Of course, there are excep-
tions. I should say this condition is somewhat a reflection on
the methods of teaching mathematics. There are a good many
things interesting about mathematics, although you would never
know it by the way it is taught.

It happens that other methods seem to be favored in the indus-
trial concerns. One can get a solution of a problem in general
more quickly and better by some non-mathematical method.
I must say, however, I have had several men with me who have
been of the greatest help to me by being able to use freely the
mathematics favored by Dr. Steinmetz.
May I ask Mr. Diamant just where is a good place to apply

this mathematical method?
John B. Whitehead: I want to ask Professor Gray what is

his explanation and justification of the original vector diagram.
How can he give the vector diagram to a student, without taking
it back somewhere to a mathematical expression, and if to a
mathematical expression, why not to the polar diagram? I take
it that he will agree with me that there is no justification for
the crank diagram. Therefore, I think this paper should be of
some interest to those of us who have to teach.
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I do not suppose Mr. Diamant will claim that this paper
should be used by the work-a-day engineer. In fact I question
whether Dr. Steinmetz, although he has taken his own method
so far into the range of application, would maintain that to be
its end and object. The great debt we owe to Dr. Steinmetz is
for having developed a method which is so universally applicable
in the teaching of principles. I do not agree that the exponential
expression is the proper one for the fundamental instruction, and
I think the polar diagram, taking its origin from the exponential
expression, and the method of division into two components, is
the most valuable. The method of Dr. Steinmetz in the division
into two components seems to me to fail at the problem of
power expression-the product of two vectors. The present
paper offers something to fill this vacancy, and hence merits
attention.

E. H. Colpitts: Referring to Professor Gray's question in-
quiring as to the usefulness of Dr. Steinmetz's mathematics, I
feel safe in saying that the telephone engineer at least finds these
methods of very substantial value in handling many problems.
N. S. Diamant: I think the general trend of remarks was

about complex quantities in general, rather than the particular
method given in the paper and showed a little prejudice in con-
nection withi the question. Probably this is mainly due to the
fact that some persons want to use nothing but complex quan-
tities, while a great many others will have nothing to do with
them.

In regard to the question raised as to the usefulness of mathe-
matics I think we must recognize that mathematics in engineer-
ing is very useful as a tool. I could give acttual examples where
great advance has been made by the use of mathemnatics, and
very wonderful scientific and practical work has been produced
by the use of it. After all, as I sav, I am not here to defend
mathematics. I think the trouble comes in when we use too
much, or try to cover up our ignorance by the use of mathematics,
and that is done quite often; you will find it in many so-called
text-books.

E. E. F. Creighton: I asked what your particular method
of mathematics is, how you could apply it, in what particular
way could you apply it.

N. S. Diamant: I have indicated that in the summary of
the paper. However, as it has been brought out by Prof. Gray
-the choice of method depends considerably upon the type of
mind. Some persons like one method, and some persons like
another; one is just as good as the other.
Another point of interest that Prof. Gray brought up was that

the student, when he is working with complex quantities, is not
entirely satisfied, and does not well understand the
problem until he has translated it graphically by means of a
vector diagram. In that connection I would like to add that the
advantage of my method is that it is a better mathematical
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shorthand by means of which to visualize vector relationships.
This is not easy to do in complicated vector diagrams, when you
have to deal with the components; when for example, we have
e + j e equal to E, or similar expressions. It is easier to visualize
the different phase relationships if the method described in the
paper be used, rather than the ordinary method. For example,
in a certain case, one hundred volts, making 45 deg. with the
horizontal axis will be represented as 141 ji, instead of 100
+ j 100.
The question was brought up by Dr. Whitehead in regard to

double-frequency quantities. Really, that does not come en-
tirely within the scope of this paper. I would like to take that
up in detail with Prof. Whitehead, but here I may say that per-
sonally I think that double frequency is an unnecessary com-
plication. It was introduced by someone who was interested
in it, and I think it leads into rather unscientific inconsistencies,
and I do not think it has any importance.
John B. Whitehead: Perhaps I have used an unfortunate

expression in the words "double frequency". Certainly I have
not made myself understood by Mr. Diamant. I simply refer
to the fact that it was not meant to include what is usually
called the double-frequency quantity, which is treated by Mr.
Diamant, at some length.
N. S. Diamant: In answering I may say that some persons start

with vector quantities, and use these exclusively and suppress the
use of instantaneous values. But the scientific definition of power
is the one given in the paper involving instantaneous values, where
the mean power is obtained by integrating or summing up the
instantaneous power over a half cycle. This does not lead into
the difficulties of changing the sign, and dropping out the im-
aginary portion of the product into which one is led when he uses
vectors entirely. This vector definition of power leads into what
we might consider a quaternion, that is, a quantity made up of
scalar and vector components; but power itself is a kind of
scalar quantity since it is fixed when its magnitude and sign-
whether positive or negative-are given, and it requires no
additional information as to its direction, as the true non-
localized vectors of vector analysis do. The double-frequency
idea is designed to get around this difficulty, and in a way gives
physical explanation of it, but I think it is unnecessary, and a
round-about step to take.


